Area

MTC

Olympia 4th,
Olympia
(1-2)

Companions

Memories

Rasmussen (7 weeks)

Doubled in, Peeing in the woods, music videos, poisoned by the elders, rubber
band wars, Child of God, doorstep dance, you don't smoke? How are you so hot?,
dog bites, “F-You” every door, bye-die, prayer circle with drunks, almost car
crash, stalker, Legacy, foot scrubs, lung test...sing it, sleeping in the living room,
“We would have beautiful babies.”, comp inventory drawings, flower dress...gag,
ET

Thurber

Julien (5 weeks)

Lincoln, Tacoma Kama (6 weeks)
(3-5)

*Peters (12 weeks)

Honorary Comps: Cook,
Turley, Harward

Olympia 1/5,
Olympia
(6-7)

Osborn (6 weeks)

Adams (5 weeks)

**Cox (1 week)

Blue garments, no personal study, you can't make us separate, hippie, walking is
exercising, stair talk, soccer...sort of

Killing?, “what are they going to do, send me home?”, Carr curse, fruits of the
prophet, the flea fiasco, I won't touch it...I'm gonna touch it, silly string, Werk and
Stuart are stalking us, planning through the door, the neighbors, finding Tiki,
sweaty, concussion, Mary Cave, bad words, chasing down Lucas, melted freezer,
frozen tomatoes, grouch, socks with personality
“I can't find my retainer...there it is.” F YOU B...okay..., biking in the rain, not
dumped...released, writing notes with our WML, I was just peaking, bike crash
with the spanish elders, spirit is gone, if I were me, how to fix pain, entire
mission....oh I mean trip, sir...ma'am...yikes, Prophecy: Carr-when I'm 35 I will
be smoking, Kama-1 boy 2 girls, only in the ghetto, there it is again (stinky
street), Marissa Bigsbee, are we going to do the every knocking session, yes he
does have a good facial face, I am Jesus...really?...No, my cousin is, Scarp
Daddy-Kevy Kev, Juan Felix. Merissa Bigsbee.

You look weird without glasses on...thanks, in front of the elder, Sister Whitney
flipping her car upside down on a round about, loudest fart of my life on a door
step, aggressive driving every cul-de-sac, he remembered my name!!!, Bailey
Joanne Peterson, Peters down...I was trying to find the others, oyming while
taking selfies with a dead squirrel, falling everyday, dancing on a door step with a
bunch of teens to apostate music...caught by elders, melting the chips,
investigators leaking boobs, Kate...just Kate, pimple popping on door steps,
walking into a cop square, yelling at a 90 year old, Oshey nearly puled his
eyebrows off his face, Yeshua is real!, throwing bugs, Shay, Brandi

A-pasta-sea, kidney stones, I'm as smooth as a kidney stone, Lisa McKenzie,
sinus infection, black and green snot, just don't take 15 minutes on the toilet
again, exchanges x4, 3 am?, lemon juice and olive oil, ice skating, emergency
knocking breaks, love stories, no apostate songs...failed, it's 10:10 we are being
apostate, soccer ball to the face via companion, peeing pants, skittle game, orange
competition, calenders, Let me tell you, new year's dancing in apartment, I don't
want to go to the bathroom again, crushing Osborn, at least on of us has a mirror,
and then God took it away, Sister Holdaway in JC Penny's, I'm gonna tinkle, I'm
such a classy broad, sleeping pictures, owning our own pharmacy, poop convos
all day, In Seatle on Seatle saturday, solid comp inventories, laughing during
prayers, I've got a mote in my eye, can't control the flow, peeing on the hand, I
am called mother a lot, but it is usually followed with explicit, I think a feather
went in my nose...there it is, Kaiden eating the dogs head, Christmas!!!!, YSA
drama, Lisa McKenzie, Murray family
Sleeping on the couch, hair cut during comp study, what are the odds=I always
lose, hot cocoa powder, trying to swallow crisco, your smile converts, role
playing in the bathroom, sitting on the sink, 10 positive things, wonder woman
pose, Ihop every weekly planning, car stuck in the mud, Yanni save us, no more
boots for me, Large in Stature is here, answering the phone on toilet while I'm in
the shower, I've got eyes like a hawk. You've got a nose like one too, heath bars,
awkward V-day date, 5-7's with Krebs, hitting on her everyday...its good for her.

Hair and make up?, welcome to Oly, Tumwater Falls, elder's apartment trips,
weekly planning, never heard of her, way to make it about you, God Mother!
That's what you are, I have a lot of mom's, so in love and already getting
seperated!, Where's Bremerton, do you believe this could happen?...no...awkward
silence, co-teaching moments, matching shoes, hating 12 week, Alverez opening
the door half dressed and then Skoubye giving us a long lecture about the Law of
Chastity, Evynne Turner

Kitsap
Lake/Seabeck,
Bremerton
(8-9)

Betbeze (7weeks)

Stirling (2.5 weeks)

Skousen (3.5 weeks)

Elma ½, Elma
(10-12)

Rosenvall (6 weeks)

Thurber (6 weeks)

Hughes (6 weeks)

Mountain View, Brinkerhoff (2
Centralia
weeks)
(13)

Stephens (4 Weeks)

*My First Year
**God Daughter

Anxiety for days, Wintch's, President Anderson changes your life, stuch in
Seabeck starving, emergency exchanges round one, Beze turns 20!, sword fight at
the park, trips to the beach, general conference, sacrilegious proposal, weekly
planning at the church, cooking odd things in metal bowels, no service ever, I
have an idea! Lets go to Mexico...what?, standing at the end of the drive way, we
are not cleaning the apt, peeing with the door open, let me hold you!, Mod Pizza,
scrubbing the floor on drugs, what does woosa even mean? It means calm the
fetch down!,

Love at first inappropriate comment, I turn 20!, ASL elders emails, cussing
addiction, lipstick all-day everyday, single exchanges, Clark's save the day,
locked out of the church for 3 hours...locked the keys in the clerks office, terrible
Resto, push ups in the shower, migraines, how much wood could a wood chuck
chuck?, shot in the butt, he never stops talking, S. Marks make up and hair
emergency, rubbing each others feet, Herman bought us dinner and prayed with
us, literally called everyone, packing for home...screw it, it's just going to be over
weight, mother f-hecker...haven't gotten that close in a while, darn barking spiders
ET “so...hows your family?”, the half dead bird melt down, that one park day we
sat for a half hour during knocking and taught a 5 year old, the creepy kid in the
window, racing the ZL's, but we finally became best friends!?, the longest
sacraments of our entire life, S. Eichel “I don't particularly like gluten free
bread.”, Kessler's pants, fiber pills 12-72 hours, temple trip, peanuts cure
anxiety...seems legit. Announcing Charlies baptism over the pulpit, hiding in the
bathroom together, elders fight during D-Meeing, I don't know if I can do this
STL thing, Zachary
Kind of, horse giggle, Westport, Bus trip, getting off the bus too early and
walking forever, high pitch voice, matching for days, sleeping outside, lost in
Tenino, emergency trip to Winlock, #exhausted, crazy bad ideas and doing it,
peeing everywhere, fireworks at zone activity, elders love us, nightly calls with
Merideth and Simkins, sketchy beach date with the ocean shores elders, sleeping
during studies, running home, JamesTheMormon, anxiety attacks, apostate
marriage plans, best zone ever, 4th of July, muslim lady, bishop freaks out,
#obesepeopleproblems, black label MT Dew, massages for days, Portland trip

IT FINALLY HAPPENED!,Federal Way trips, Derek's house, the Petersen's, 104
degrees, Sister Super Hero vs Sin Villein, everything ginger Anderson says,
cussing jar...$1, 3 buzz for sister, I have the bad ideas and she has the talent to do
it, transfer call confussion, when knocking conversations cease to make sense, Ya
they'd be cute...what?...wait, what are we talking about?, why are you still
proper?, I can't feel my phalanges, Federal Way trip
I'm sorry I don't speak Russian...neither do I, 4'10” is a legal midget, I'm sorry I
don't speak midget, water fight in the apartment, now I can clean the floors,
firework back fires, “you're great”, Nothing But Hughes/Carr, singing everything
all day, beautiful, kissing Hughes face to get stuff out of her, pillow talk every
night, old woman, cross stitching all of the time, jammed rib with a cold, 2 shots
in the butt, both have cussing probs, Me: your perfect Hughes Her: Bull...., OCD
vs ADD, falling off the bed during a serious convo, comp hugs are a rule now,
stair grand case, “you're raw” “I'm uncooked?”, worste kike ever! Thanks zl's,
broken tow, Planet of the Apes, member yells at subway worker, I AM SO
TIRED,

I can be innocent...busts out laughing, you need to get gingers out of your head
they're not for you, 7 hours in a car, infected toe, Chewbacca and Dory, Outbreak,
have you heard about the clowns?, obedience walking
Salty, dinosaur noises, my bladder is filled to the Brink, breaking the Elders keys,
cutting Styrofoam, windshield wiper noise, Kevin the apple piece and it's brain,
why is my stomach doing this to me?, bs my pin wormed butt, mom and dad
Longshore, Linda Anderson, candy makes you look like a blimp, I'm a pew
warmer, The reason there aren't any dinosaurs is because I played to hard.

